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JULY 2016

KEY
S C H E D U L E E F F E C T I V E 0 7 . 0 1 . 1 6– 0 7 . 3 1 . 1 6

Bold
♦

New Class, Instructor, or Time
Advance signup required
Studio key on back

MONDAY

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

9:00 –9:30
MS

Best Butt Ever

9:30 –10:30
MS

Super Sculpt

9:30 –10:30
YS

Barre

Joshua Funderburg
Abbie Appel
Abbie Appel
Suzanne Witrock

TUESDAY

6:30 –7:15
MS

Purgatory BootCamp™

8:15 –9:00
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

9:00 –10:00
YS

Gentle Yoga

9:15 –10:00
MS

Cardio Sculpt

Angel Alicea
Raul Duarte
Ewa Josefsson
Roya Siroospour

WEDNESDAY

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

9:30 –10:30
MS

Chisel'd

THURSDAY

6:30 –7:30
YS

Power Yoga

8:15 –9:00
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

10:30 –11:15 Cycle Beats
Bradley Jones
CS ♦

9:00 –10:00
YS

Gentle Yoga

10:30 –11:15 Metabolic Meltdown
Julian Diasa
MS

9:15 –10:00
MS

Best Butt Ever

Russell Smith
Abbie Appel

Adrian Molina
Raul Duarte

Melisa Gomez Cuetara
Abbie Appel

FRIDAY

6:30 –7:30
YS

Lean Lines

9:00 –9:30
MS

Rockstar Abz

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

9:15 –10:15
YS

Core Strength & Stretch

9:30 –10:15
MS

Chisel'd

9:15 –10:15
YS

Barre
Studio Cycling

Roya Siroospour

9:30 –10:15
CS ♦

9:30 –10:30 Super Sculpt
Roya Siroospour
MS

9:30 –10:00
MS

Armed and Dangerous

10:30 –11:15 Studio Cycling
Aidan Rivera
CS ♦

10:00 –10:30 Booty Blast
Roya Siroospour
MS

10:30 –11:15 Performance Cycling
Michael Greg
CS ♦

10:30 –11:45 Power Yoga
Paul Toliuszis
YS

10:30 –11:15 Cycle Beats
Luis Best
CS ♦

10:30 –11:45 Power Yoga
Paul Richardson
YS
11:15 –12:00 Fully Loaded
Angel Alicea
MS

Jade Perkins

Abbie Appel
Suzanne Witrock
Roya Siroospour

10:30 –11:15 Cycle Beats
Suzanne Witrock
CS ♦

10:00 –10:45 Studio Cycling
Elizabeth Shlemon
CS ♦

10:30 –11:30 Barre Bootcamp
Lindsey Ransom
YS

10:00 –10:45 Performance Cycling
Abbie Appel
CS ♦

10:30 –11:15 Boxing Boot Camp
Dwayne Frection
MS

10:00 –11:00 Zumba®
Cathy Medina
MS

11:45 –12:45 Power Yoga
Carley Siedlecki
YS

10:00 –11:00 Skybeat
Skyler Rodgers
MS

10:30 –11:30 Mitana Dance
Andres Escobar
MS

10:30 –11:30 Vinyasa Yoga
Paul Richardson
YS

10:45 –11:45 Barre Pilates
Abbie Appel
YS

10:45 –11:45 Barre
Gradiva Ciani
YS

10:30 –11:45 Warrior Flow™
Adrian Molina
YS

Elissa Barbach
Robin Retherford

10:15 –11:15 Skybeat
Cathy Medina
MS

11:30 –12:30 Cardio Sculpt
Luis Best
MS

5:45 –6:30
MS

THE CUT

6:00 –7:00
YS

True Barre

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

6:30 –7:00
MS

Rockstar Abz

7:00 –8:00
MS

Just Lift!

7:00 –8:15
YS

Power Yoga

8:00 –9:00
MS

Skybeat

Christa DiPaolo
Lindsey Ransom
Russell Smith
Tania Amthor
Tania Amthor
Gradiva Ciani
Skyler Rodgers

12:00 –1:00
YS

Core Strength & Stretch

5:30 –6:00
MS

Booty Blast

6:00 –6:30
MS

Ab Lab

6:00 –7:00
YS

Barre

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

6:30 –7:15
MS

Fully Loaded

Elissa Barbach

Luis Best
Luis Best

Maina Campos
Andrea Franklin
Giovanni Roselli

7:15 –8:15
MS

Dance!

7:15 –8:30
YS

Vinyasa Yoga

Jonathan Lara Castillo

5:45 –6:30
MS

Best Butt Ever

6:30 –7:00
MS

Core Cuts

6:45 –8:00
YS

Power Yoga

7:00 –7:45
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

7:00 –8:00
MS

Just Lift!

8:00 –9:00
MS

Skybeat

Joshua Funderburg
Roya Siroospour
Joey Corona
Joshua Funderburg
Roya Siroospour

12:00 –1:00
YS

Vinyasa Yoga

6:00 –6:30
MS

Ab Lab

6:00 –7:00
YS

Barre Bootcamp

6:30 –7:15
CS ♦

Cycle Beats

6:30 –7:15
MS

Kickboxing

7:15 –8:15
YS

Vinyasa Yoga

Jannee Alt

Luis Best
Lindsey Ransom
Luis Best
Angel Alicea

520 COLLINS AVENUE
MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 33139
305.673.1172
EQUINOX.COM
@EQUINOX
M O N  F R I: 5 : 3 0 A M  1 1 : 0 0 P M
SAT & SUN: 8 : 0 0 A M  9 : 0 0 P M
GROUP FITNESS MANAGER
ABBIE APPEL

Barre

5:45 –6:15
MS

Ab Lab

6:15 –7:00
CS ♦

Studio Cycling

6:15 –7:00
MS

Kettlebell Power

6:15 –7:30
YS

Power Yoga

Jessica Matlin

Luis Best

5:30 –6:45
YS

Yinyasa Yoga
Javier Lopez

Joshua Funderburg
Gabriel Matos
Joey Corona

Adrian Molina

Skyler Rodgers

Elgar Richards

STUDIO CYCLING
CYCLE BEATS Cycle to the Beat of the music. This challenging and high intensity class is a great cardiovascular workout
and experience.

SOUTH BEACH

12:00 –1:00
YS

PERFORMANCE CYCLING Whether you are preparing for longer rides outdoors, a specific competitive event, or just
want to up your fitness level, this class is for you. Sample rides include: hill work, speed and sprint intervals,
breathing/meditation techniques and form exercises.
STUDIO CYCLING A cardio workout on a stationary bike based on cycling principles. Classes are technique based and/or
real terrain based and focus on cadence, heartrate zones, climbs & sprints that can make an unpredictable ride that is fun
and challenging.
YOGA
GENTLE YOGA Deep stretches for increased range of motion benefit all fitness levels. Gentle enough to attend every
day and ideal for students looking to begin their practice or for those concerned with injury.
POWER YOGA Our most athletic Vinyasa practice. A vigorous, dynamic, physically and spiritually energizing form of
Yoga that sculpts, hones and tones every muscle in the body. Includes various elements of many different Yoga styles.
VINYASA YOGA A vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are linked

LEAN LINES This total body toning workout incorporates a cardio combination of pilates, ballet and resistance training to
maximize fat burning and develop long lean muscles.
ROCKSTAR ABZ Non stop core workout using the medicine ball and physio ball for maximum results. A series of floor
planks will also build lower back strength to improve posture and tighten your lower core leaving you sleek and ready to
Rock the beach!
SUPER SCULPT Total body conditioning using weights, body bars and steps. Builds strength and endurance in the entire
body.
PILATES
BARRE PILATES Combining the principles of balletderived exercises and classic Mat Pilates, this full body, nonimpact
workout will challenge your core strength and enhance your flexibility. Lowweight, high repetition standing work will be
followed by core mat work and stretching.
DANCE
DANCE! Equinox dance instructors teach you fun combinations to popular dance music. Styles may include jazz, modern,
funk and hip hop.

MITANA DANCE Join in on this high energy, fun dance class that features combinations which take their influence from
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WARRIOR FLOW™ Spice up your yoga practice with Adrian's challenging mind and body workout. A continuous and

got!

STUDIO CYCLING
CYCLE BEATS Cycle to the Beat of the music. This challenging and high intensity class is a great cardiovascular workout
and experience.

SOUTH BEACH
520 COLLINS AVENUE
MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 33139
305.673.1172
EQUINOX.COM
@EQUINOX
M O N  F R I: 5 : 3 0 A M  1 1 : 0 0 P M
SAT & SUN: 8 : 0 0 A M  9 : 0 0 P M
GROUP FITNESS MANAGER
ABBIE APPEL

abbie.appel@equinox.com

SIGNATURE CLASSES.
ACCLAIMED INSTRUCTORS.
TRANSFORMED BODIES.

CLASS LEVEL GUIDE

(All levels welcome unless otherwise
noted.)

Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced

L1
L2
L3

STUDIO KEY
CS
MS
YS

Cycling Studio
Main Studio
Yoga Studio

WHAT'S NEW THIS MONTH

Test out two new Group Fitness
enhancements coming soon!
100% of spots available online
for all Bookable Classes and an
updated digital waitlist cutoff
time (35 minutes prior to class
start time). Book your next class
today.

PERFORMANCE CYCLING Whether you are preparing for longer rides outdoors, a specific competitive event, or just
want to up your fitness level, this class is for you. Sample rides include: hill work, speed and sprint intervals,
breathing/meditation techniques and form exercises.
STUDIO CYCLING A cardio workout on a stationary bike based on cycling principles. Classes are technique based and/or
real terrain based and focus on cadence, heartrate zones, climbs & sprints that can make an unpredictable ride that is fun
and challenging.
YOGA
GENTLE YOGA Deep stretches for increased range of motion benefit all fitness levels. Gentle enough to attend every
day and ideal for students looking to begin their practice or for those concerned with injury.
POWER YOGA Our most athletic Vinyasa practice. A vigorous, dynamic, physically and spiritually energizing form of
Yoga that sculpts, hones and tones every muscle in the body. Includes various elements of many different Yoga styles.
VINYASA YOGA A vigorous, more athletic approach to yoga characterized by flowing poses and sequences that are linked
to the breath. Sequencing will vary with instructor philosophy.
WARRIOR FLOW™ Spice up your yoga practice with Adrian's challenging mind and body workout. A continuous and
dynamic flow of breath and movement that will tone your entire body, improve overall fitness, increase flexibility and
boost your sense of well being.
YINYASA YOGA Vinyasa flow combined with yin yoga to stretch and rehabilitate the connective tissues that form our joints
and breath and restorative postures to reset our mind.
ATHLETIC TRAINING
KETTLEBELL POWER Kettlebells have long been considered a powerful and effective training tool for maximizing results
in workouts. Come experience a powerful full body workout using the new Kettlebells. Build power, and condition your body
while learning dynamic new exercises using the Kettlebell
METABOLIC MELTDOWN An intense fullbody workout designed to spike your body's metabolic rate. Jump, crawl, pull,
push and swing as you melt away the pounds and create a new lean body.
PURGATORY BOOTCAMP™ Designed by Angel Alicea, this high intensity, nononsense, nonstop conditioning/cardio class
will push you mentally as well as physically. Using your bodyweight as the main source of resistance, you will perform
variations of pushups, squats and lunges. Be prepared to work.
BARRE
BARRE Realize the dream of the dancer’s body. Raise ballet to the next level as you combine precise techniques with
athletic intensity for a total body workout.
BARRE BOOTCAMP Whip your entire frame into shape with a challenging, Barreinspired bootcamp workout fueled by
highenergy music, weights, and heartpumping cardio.
TRUE BARRE Barre at its most authentic, done the Equinox way. Combine ballet movements with conditioning, core work
and stretches for that dancer’s physique.
CONDITIONING
AB LAB Improve your core strength, balance and posture. A focused workout with cutting edge abdominal and lower back
exercises.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS Take no prisoners. In 30 minutes, shape and define your arms, shoulders, and upper body
with effective, timeefficient methods using a variety of equipment. Workout ends with hard core abdominal training.
BEST BUTT EVER Best Butt Ever is strategically engineered to lift and shape your hottest asset. Fire up your glutes,
build strength and definition, and get powerful. Waistwhittling exercises are also integrated to further accentuate your new
rearview.
BOOTY BLAST Dedicated to the bottom half: gluts, hips, thighs and abs. Burnin buns and a blast!
CARDIO SCULPT A total body workout for both muscular strength and endurance. Continuous movement to great music
keeps the heart rate up for a sweatdrenched sculpting session.
CHISEL'D A total body workout with exercises that transition from one muscle group to the next. Continuous movement
and great music to keep the heart rate up for a sweat drenched session.
CORE CUTS Intervals of core conditioning at its best. This intelligent workout focuses on the development of a strong,
coordinated trunk, abdominals and back musculature for a lean and strong center.
CORE STRENGTH & STRETCH An alignment class that focus on two very important components of fitness: core
strength and flexibility.
FULLY LOADED Break out of linear workouts with this fitness class that challenges you to move weight in all directions
for a full 360 degrees of loaded movement. Push your performance in 3D — the way your body was meant to move.
JUST LIFT! Grab a bar and some plates and get ready to LIFT! This fullbody barbell workout will tackle all of your major
muscle groups one by one. Squat, lunge, curl, and press your way to a stronger, fitter and more toned YOU!

LEAN LINES This total body toning workout incorporates a cardio combination of pilates, ballet and resistance training to
maximize fat burning and develop long lean muscles.
ROCKSTAR ABZ Non stop core workout using the medicine ball and physio ball for maximum results. A series of floor
planks will also build lower back strength to improve posture and tighten your lower core leaving you sleek and ready to
Rock the beach!
SUPER SCULPT Total body conditioning using weights, body bars and steps. Builds strength and endurance in the entire
body.
PILATES
BARRE PILATES Combining the principles of balletderived exercises and classic Mat Pilates, this full body, nonimpact
workout will challenge your core strength and enhance your flexibility. Lowweight, high repetition standing work will be
followed by core mat work and stretching.
DANCE
DANCE! Equinox dance instructors teach you fun combinations to popular dance music. Styles may include jazz, modern,
funk and hip hop.
MITANA DANCE Join in on this high energy, fun dance class that features combinations which take their influence from
various dance styles including Jazz, Hip Hop, African, Contemporary, Broadway and Modern Ballet. Show us what you’ve
got!
SKYBEAT Skybeat combines basic plyometrics, aerobic sequencing, and simple hiphop dance moves for an easy to
follow dance class. Get ready to sweat, raise your heart rate and have fun.
ZUMBA® Easy to follow dance fitness classes that are fun, energetic, and leave you feeling amazing. Zumba® fuses
Latin, international and popular music to create a dynamic and effective workout.
MARTIAL ARTS
BOXING BOOT CAMP Work on creating or enhancing your boxing skills. Great for cardio conditioning, as well as building
strength and endurance through, boxing drills, shadow boxing, kickboxing, jump rope, and a variety of core strengthening
exercises. Check with the front desk to see if gloves and wraps are required.
KICKBOXING An aerobic interval workout that teaches kickboxing and boxing skills to energized music. This class uses
heavy bags and boxing gloves. Be prepared to have fun and work hard!
THE CUT A cardioforward boxing workout with no bags, no wraps and no ring. It’s just you, light handweights and your
own killer instinct, set to an explosive playlist that powers you through five rhythmic, relentless rounds. This oneofakind
class will train you to move, look and feel like a champion.

